
Pre-Construction Budget 
Management Tool


A startup from the construction industry 
based in the USA

Case Study

Results

A web app for pre-

construction value planning 

with a dynamic dashboard for 

budget predictions available to 

users on a subscription 

delivered in 4 months

Challenge

The client came to Euristiq with a concept of a pre-construction budget 
estimation tool that will mitigate risks with budget planning for construction 
projects. This software applicationl should combine all necessary features for 
budget planning and management in one solution.  

Tools and Technologies

Java | Hibernate | Spring Framework | DDD | CQRS | AWS | Stripe | AWS 

Fargate | AWS Cognito | AWS RDS | AWS CodePipeline / CodeBuild / 

CodeDeploy | AWS Cloudfront | AWS CloudFormation | HTML/CSS/Typescript 

| Angular

Scope of work

1.A decision on the technical stack; 2.Integration with payment system; 
3.Architecture engineering; 4.Infrastructure development; 5.Front-end/back-end 
development; 6.QA; 7.Product management; 8.Technical consulting; 
9.Requirements elaboration



Solutions

An end-to-end platform with an integrated 
payment system


We developed a platform with a web app that 
combines all necessary features for construction 
budget planning and management in one solution. To 
enable the availability of the app to users on a 
subscription model, we integrated a Stripe payment 
system.



The web app on AWS with a dynamic 
dashboard for budget predictions


High-performant and user-friendly web app deployed 
on AWS streamlines construction budget planning: 
tracks expenses, displays analytics and all changes to 
the final budget estimation in a customized 
dashboard, and allows file exporting in different 
formats.



The app allows access to all user’s projects 
under one login

One of the main features of the solution is a 
user-friendly login system – we enabled access to 
different projects for the same user under one login so 
that all projects for that user are displayed in one 
interface, securely. 
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